
     

 

mild and effective stripping agent - preferable processing with floor scrubbers -

Properties:
* careful and mild cleaning agent for removing coatings

                RM 754
            Stripping agent, Lino
12/20021/2

* usable for manual cleaning
* removes shiny, wax and polymer coatings
* free of solvents
* pH-value approx. 10 in concentrate 
* clear, green liquid 

Fields of application:
* offices * linoleum
* shopping centres * all water-resistant hard surfaces
* stores

Processing:
   dosing temperature

* maintenance cleaning    1 - 3 %    up to 60°C
* basic cleaning¹  20-50 %      up to 60°C
  ¹ reaction time approx. 10 – 15 minutes 
   
neutralize with clear water after the basic cleaning.

Economy:
for the application with floor- scrubber machines at a dilution of 25%, 1 l RM 754 is suffi-
cient for the basic cleaning of approx. 10 m².
                                                                             
Handling:
at first put water into the tank and then add cleaning agent and mix it; when using large
machines, make the predilution separately and then put into the tank.

Remarks:
* medium alkaline,  carry out preliminary tests before cleaning very sensitive surfaces
* no application on wood or unsealed parquet
* store frostfree
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Attention:
Xi   Irritant; R 36  Irritating to eyes
S 2    Keep out of the reach of children 
S 23   Do not breathe fumes/aerosol.
S 24   Avoid contact with skin
S 26   In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek medical

   advice.
S 51   Use only in well-ventilated areas
S 60   This material and its container must be disposed of as hazardous waste.

Further information:
* Material safety data sheet

Cleaning with system:
machine/product
BR-/BD-scrubber
BR-/BD-accessoires
basic cleaning:
basic cleaning/delayering  RM 752
basic floor cleaner RM 69 ASF ES
maintenance cleaning:
wipe care RM 745
basic cleaner/stripping agent Lino RM 754

Process:
object: e.g. PVC floor
* remove rough dirt by sweeping
* install the machine (fitting BR-/BD-accessoires)
* make predilution (25%), fill into the tank
* clean the object
* neutralize with clear water
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